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1 - The Contest!

Chapter 1: The Contest!

Christina: Hi everyone! It's me! Christina! Also known as christinatails and Christina_the_Goldenfox, but
just call me Christina.

*Audience is quiet*

Christina: *clears throat* Hello?

Audience: Uhm…

*Christina breaks the microphone*

Visitor #4: Hooray!

Christina: At least someone cheered…

Visitor #4: So…do I get something?

Christina: Yeah.

*Gives her $200*

Visitor #4: AWESOME!

Audience: *whistle, cheer*

Christina: Now that's more like it! Okay! Today, we are having a song contest! You, the viewers, will
choose the #1 song out of 4 songs!

Visitor #13: Uhm…what are the songs?

Christina: Sonic songs!

Visitor #13: Who's Sonic?

Christina: The fastest hedgehog ever.

Visitor #13: How many songs again?

Christina: …4…



Visitor #13: What's a hedgehog?

*Christina goes mad and kills him*

Christina: *coldly* Any other questions?

*The audience shakes no*

Christina: Good. Okay! These are our 4 chosen songs! The theme of "The Adventures of Sonic the
Hedgehog", "Sonic Boom", the theme of "Sonic Underground", and the theme of "Sonic X"!

Visitor #4: Ooh! Sounds exciting!

Christina: Thank you! And I also brought some of the characters too! Come on in! First, the characters
from "The Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog"!

*8 furries come in*

Furry #1: Hi! I'm the Sonic the Hedgehog!

Furry #2: I'm Princess Sally. But please don't bow or call me princess please!

Furry #3: Hi! Ah'm Bunnie!

Furry #4: My name's Rotor.

Furry #5: I am Antoine! A royal guard!

Furry #6: Name's Geoffrey.

Furry #7: I'm Hershey.

Furry #8: Heh, heh! My name's Tails!

*Christina dashes to Tails and gives him a hug and a huge kiss!*

Sonic: Am I seeing what I think I'm seeing?

Sally: I say yes.

Bunnie: Ah just can't believe it!

Rotor: Me neither!

Antoine: Oiu. How can someone as beautiful as her love someone as stupeed and disgusting as him!



Christina: What did you just say!?

Antoine: Uhm…

*Christina lunges at Antoine! She tears him apart! Chases him outside!*

Tails: …wow…

*Tails was majorly blushing!*

Sonic: And you thought kissing in the mouth was disgusting! Heh, heh!

Christina: I'm back! Okay! Time to meet the characters from "Sonic CD"!

Hershey: Wasn't it "Sonic Boom"?

Christina: "Sonic Boom" is the name of the song.

Hershey: Oh. Now it makes sense! ...I think…

*2 hedgehogs come in*

Hedgehog #1: Hi! I'm Sonic the Hedgehog!

Hedgehog #2: *giggles* And I'm Amy!

Tails: Wait a minute! There's 2 Sonics!

Geoffrey: Ugh! Another Sonic!

Antoine: Bleh! Anothere fuel!

Amy: Huh? Look Sonic! Another you!

Christina: Okay! You! From "The Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog"! You'll be Sonic #1! And you! From
"Sonic CD"! You'll be Sonic #2!

Sonic #1: I like what I see!

Sonic #2: Hedgehog perfection!

*Sally and Amy groans. Everyone shakes their head*

Christina: Now! To meet the characters from "Sonic Underground"!

*3 hedgehogs come in*



Hedgehog #1: Hi! I'm Sonic the Hedgehog!

*Everyone sweat drops*

Christina: And you'll be Sonic #3!

Sonic #3: Huh?

Christina: Okay! You may continue!

Hedgehog #2: Hi! My name is Sonia! Sonic #3's sister!

Hedgehog #3: And I'm Manic! Both Sonic #3's and Sonia's bro!

Trio: We're triplets!

Sally: Uhm…Christina? Can you tell us who will be here? And how many of each person as well?

Christina: Sure! There's 4 Sonics, 1 Sally, 1 Bunnie, 1 Rotor, 1 Antoine, 1 Geoffrey, 1 Hershey, 2 Tails, 2
Amys, 1 Sonia, 1 Manic, 1 Chris, 1 Rouge, 1 Knuckles, 1 Shadow, 1 Tikal, and 1 Cream! And I'm only
telling you the people who will come!

*Everyone sweat drops*

Sonic #1: Cool!

Sonic #2: There are 4-

Sonic #3: -of me!

All 3 Sonics: Hedgehog perfection!

*Sally, Amy, And Sonia groan*

Antoine: What a nightmare!

Geoffrey: Mm-hmm!

Christina: Okay! Now to bring in the characters from "Sonic X"!

*8 furries and 1 human come in*

Furry #1: Hi! I'm Sonic, Sonic the Hedgehog!

Christina: At least he's a little different. Okay! You're Sonic #4!

Furry #2: Great! More fakers!



Christina: Okay! Continue!

Furry #2: My name is Shadow. I am the Ultimate Life Form!

Geoffrey: *mumble* Yeah, Ultimate Life Form my butt.

*Shadow disappears and is suddenly behind Geoffrey!*

Christina: Please continue while Shadow beats up Geoffrey's butt! I do hate skunks anyway!

Furry #3: My name is Miles Prower, but everyone calls me "Tails"!

*Christina's eyes light up! She instantly zooms to Tails! She gives him an even bigger, longer, and more
passionate kiss than the last one!*

Sonic #4: *whistles* Go Tails!

*Tails had a dreamy look on his face when Christina was done kissing him!*

Christina: You may continue.

Furry #4: My name is Amy Rose! I'm cute and full of energy!

Furry #5: I'm Knuckles the Echidna, but just call me Knuckles.

Furry #6: My name is Rouge the Bat, better known as the treasure hunter Rouge!

Christina: Hold it! Okay! Tails from "The Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog" will be Tails #1! Tails from
"Sonic X" will be Tails #2! Amy from "Sonic CD" will be Amy #1! And Amy from "Sonic X" Will be Amy
#2! *pants* Now, continue!

Furry #7: I'm Tikal.

Furry #8: My name's Cream!

Human: My name's Christopher, but you can call me Chris.

Christina: Okay! Everyone's here! The order I brought everyone in will be the order of the songs!

Sonic #1: Hey! You kissed both Tails!

Christina: *blushes* Yeah. What about it?

Sonic #4: If you had to pick only 1, which one would you pick?

Christina: Uhm…unh…



Sonic#1: Well?

Sonic #4: Hmm?

Both Sonics: What's your answer!

Christina: Okay! I'd pick Tails #2! Happy now! Now leave me alone! Now here's a reminder to viewers
reading this story! You need to review "Legend of the Golden Fox and the Rainbow Chaos Emerald". If
you don't, I won't put any more chapters! I need at least 4 reviews for my story. Well, I'll put up the next
chapter as soon as I can! See ya!



2 - The Contest Begins!

Chapter 2: The Contest Begins!

Christina: Okay! We're back! We are now going to start the contest!

Visitor #147: Uhm…why are the characters here?

Christina: To play the songs.

Visitor #22: But some don't know how to play.

*the audience agrees*

Christina: So! There's also singing!

Visitor #205: But some don't know how to sing.

Christina: The others are here to listen to the songs and to cheer their friends and stuff!

*everyone starts talking*

Christina: Shut up! It's my contest! I can do whatever I want! Besides, I'm bored! I felt like bringing them!

*everyone is quiet*

Christina: Okay! Up first is the theme of "The Adventures of Sonic the Hedgehog"! Sonic #1 will play the
lead guitar and sing the lyrics; Tails #1 will play the bass! Some members in my band will fill in the empty
spots. Let's see, we'll need Darkania for the electric guitar, Ayenka for the keyboard, and Kate for the
drums!

*3 girls come to the stage*

Hedgehog: Darkania here!

Fennec fox: Ayenka reporting for duty!

Arctic fox: Kate is in the house!

Christina: Okay! We're all set! You may begin when ready!

*everyone is quiet, they begin the song*



Blue streak, speeds by

Sonic the Hedgehog!

Too fast, for the naked eye

Sonic the Hedgehog!

Sonic!

He can really move

Sonic!

He's got his attitude

Sonic!

He's the fastest thing ali-i-ive!

Watch him, storm through

Sonic the Hedgehog!

Don't doubt, what he can do

Sonic the Hedgehog!

Sonic!

He can really move

Sonic!

He's got his attitude

Sonic!

He's the fastest thing alive; he's the fastest thing alive,

He's the fastest thing alive!

*they end the song*

Christina: So everyone, wha'dya think?

*everyone cheers madly!*



Sonic #1: Hey ladies, thanks for helpin' us. It was cool.

*Darkania blushes (she has a crush on Sonic)*

Darkania: You're welcome.

Ayenka: No problem!

Kate: Piece of cake!

Tails #1: So, Sonic #2 and Amy #1 are up next, right?

Christina: *dreamily* Mm-hmm! You are right!

*Tails #1 blushes*

Sonic #2: They're right! We're up next!

Amy #1: We better get ready!

*Shadow was back. Geoffrey was now being taken to an ambulance*

Shadow: That'll teach him not to mess with the Ultimate Life Form!

Darkania: We already heard ya the first time!

Shadow: Sister! What are you doing here!

Darkania: To help with the contest.

Ayenka: She's tellin' the truth.

Kate: Yup!

Christina: We'll be back viewers! And remember! Review my other stories and YOU pick the #1 song!
See ya later!



3 - Girls Can Sing Too!

Disclaimer: None of the Sonic characters or songs belongs to me. Only Christina, Darkania, Ayenka,
Kate, and Star belong to me!

Chapter 3: Girls Can Sing Too!

Christina: Okay! We're back everyone! And guess what! I got my first review!

*audience cheers*

Christina: You guys enjoyin' this?

Audience: Yeah!

Christina: You want some more?

Tails #2: Hey! That's my line!

*Christina's ears droop*

Tails #2: Unh, but you can use it!

*Christina's eyes light up. She sighs dreamily*

Knuckles: Sis, can you stop doing that?

Christina: NO! I *dreamy sigh* love him!

*All the girls go awe*

Amy #2: How romantic!

Sonia: Mm-hmm!

Sally: It's also-

All 3 girls: -Dreamy!

*The boys sweat-drop*

Christina: Okay! Enough lovey-dovey stuff! Back to the contest! Now, up next is the song "Sonic Boom"!
Sonic #2 will play the electric guitar! Amy #1 will play the acoustic guitar! You see, there is no bass



played in this song. And once again, my band members will fill in the empty spots!

*An echidna comes down with Ayenka and Kate*

Echidna: Star's ready to rock!

Christina: Thanks! Okay! Ayenka will play the keyboard! Kate will play the drums! And Star will play…a
synthesizer…I think. It makes other sounds like percussion for example. And we do need a synthesizer
and percussion for this song! Any #1, Ayenka, and Star will sing the lyrics! Okay, they're ready! Now,
begin!

*they star the song*

If you're strong, you can fly

You can reach the other side of the rainbow.

It's your right, take a chance

"Cause there is no circumstance that you can't handle

(When you use your mind)

Mr. Bad's got it good

But, this ain't his neighborhood

He's taking over oh, no

Time is now, he can't hide

Find the power deep inside and make it happen.

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom

Trouble makes you running faster

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom

Save the planet from disaster

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom

Spinning through a world in motion

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom



Take it all the way

It's your move, break it out

That's what life is all about

It's your adventure

To the dark, to the light

It's a supersonic flight

> Gotta keep it going

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom

Sonic Boom, Sonic Boom

*They end the song*

Christina: Whoa! Boy, can you girls sing!

*audience goes wild*

Rotor: I gotta figure out how this synthesizer thing works!

Tails #2: Me too!

Christina: Ask Star and Darkania. They built it!

*the 2 boys rush to both of the girls*

Bunnie: So, who's up next?

Manic: Me and my sibs!

Sonia: You know something strange? The strange thing is our band is also called The Sonic
Underground!

Hershey: That is strange!

Chris: …uhm, Christina?

Christina: Later Chris! Wait `till the next chapter! Remember! Write me reviews and choose who's #1 out
of all the songs! Oh, and read my other stories, they're also funny and I need reviews for them! Well, see
ya when I do!





4 - It's Our Turn Now!

Disclaimer: I don't own any Sonic characters or Sonic songs. Only Christina, Darkania, Ayenka, Star,
and Kate belong to me!

Chapter 4: It's Our Turn Now!

Christina: Once again, we're back!

*audience cheers half-heartedly*

Christina: A-Ahem! Do you want me to hurt you?

*audience sweat-drops, then cheers wildly*

Christina: Much better! Okay! Up next is The Sonic Underground! The band I mean…and the theme song
as well.

Shadow: Too…many…fakers!

*everyone sweat-drops*

Christina: Unh, you okay Shadow?

Darkania: Yeah bro. What's wrong?

Rouge: You heard him earlier. There's too many "fakers".

Cream: Yeah! Too many Sonics!

*Shadow's eyes were twitching*

Christina: Don't worry. When the contest is over, you'll see only one.

Chris: Uhm, Christina?

Christina: Yeah?

Chris: I realized earlier…I'm the only human here…

*Christina looks around. There were no other humans, like Chris said*

Christina: Oh my. You're right!



Chris: So…can I go home?

Christina: Sure! *says ancient words* TELEPORTATION!

*there was a bright light. Chris was gone when the light went away*

Knuckles: Where'd he go?

Christina: I teleported him back home, duh!

Knuckles: Oh…

Sonic #3: Yo! It's our turn now!

Manic: Yeah! What's takin' so long!

Sonia: You two should really learn to be patient!

Christina: Sorry! Okay! Sonic #3 will play the lead guitar, Manic will play the drums, and Sonia will play
the keyboard! Once again, my band members will fill in the empty spots. Darkania will play the other
electric guitar, and Maria will play the bass!

*a red fox comes down with Darkania*

Red fox: Maria's ready for anything!

Darkania: Now they finally met all of us! Well, in your band I mean Christina!

Christina: Oops! I forgot to say that Sonic #3 will sing the lyrics…somehow. Okay! Begin when you're
ready!

Antoine: Zis will be interesting.

Christina: Olay! They're ready! Now begin!

*they start the song*

Sonic

Triplets born, the throne awaits.

A seer warns of a deadly fate.

Give up your children,

Separate



Bide your time,

Lie in wait

Sonic Underground (Sonic)

Sonic Underground (Sonic)

They made a vow their mother will be found

The children grow, learn what's right.

Leaders of the Freedom Fight.

They seek their mother, she knows they do.

Is it time?

If she only knew

Will the prophecy come true!

Sonic Underground (Sonic)

Sonic Underground (Sonic)

*a mysterious voice*

(I long for my children, but I have to wait.

To act to soon could seal their fate.)

They made a vow their mother will be found

Sonic Underground!

*They end the song*

Christina: Well everyone?

*audience cheers, or else off with their heads!*

Christina: The question is who said that part near the end?

Sonia: *gasp* It must've been Mother!



Manic: Ya think?

Christina: Let's see, okay! Up next is the theme of sonic X"! Guys, ya betta' get readay!

Cream: Good luck guys!

Amy #2: Yeah!

Rouge: Show them what real music is!

Tikal: Uhm…wasn't that music we heard earlier?

*the "Sonic X" girls ignore her, except Christina and Cream*

The "Sonic X" boys: You got it!

Christina: We'll be back viewers! Up next will be an all-boy band that won't need any of my help! Oh, and
it'll be a while before I put the next chapter up. I'm still trying to get the lyrics. Oh! And review my other
stories please! If you do, I'll give you more comedy (or anything else)! See ya! Oh, and Maria also
belongs to me!
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